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OLD AND YOUNG ATTEND
CONOBE8S-OF 'TWBYEDNANYE"
Seeming to herald the arrival
of greater cooperation between the
older and younger generation of
Ukrainian-Americans, the seventh
regular Congress of the United
Ukrainian Organisations of Атег`
ica ("Obyednanye") was held last
"Sunday, December 20, at Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York City, and
attracted an attendance of 112
delegates representing 98 both
older and younger peoples organizations, as well as a large number
of guests, also of both generations.
It was particularly significant,
too, that the Congress devoted
a goodly portion of its time to a
consideration of purely youth
problems and activities.
Also
important in this respect was the'
election and cooptation of a number of youhg people to the Execu tive Committee of the "Obyedna. nye."
--The reports of the retiring eet_
_of: officers revealed the various
services to the Ukrainian people
the "Obyednanye" had performed
since the last congress three years
ago, as well as for the period of
its entire existence—14 years.
During these 14 years, Гов
example, the "Obyednanye" received from Ukrainian-Americans
and forwarded.the sum of $285,136.67 for various worthy Ukrainian causes both abroad in. the
old country and here in America.
Of this $62,854.63 was for the
period 1933-1938. The "Obyedhanye" also published or aided in
the publication of various books
and booklets in the English lunguage concerning the Ukrainian
people, such as the "Spirit of
Ukraine," The material aid of.
the Ukrainian National Association was also cited in this con-aection. Then, too, the "Obyednanye" besides dealing with the `
Various issues of Ukralnian-American life has long paid particular-,
attention to the youth problem.
These reports were followed by
addresses.
Stephen Shumeyko
-spoke on the asplratione of our .
.youth; Anna Nahirna told of her
experiences traveling in Ukraineь
Michael Piznak dwelt on the
political aims of our people "in
America; Stephen Kurlak spoke of
the necessity of introducing
courses of Ukrainian studies into
the American educational system;
-Anna Hamkalo dealt with the"
opinions of youth on the matter
of the Ukrainian language, books,
and
radio
programs;
Em і I
Reviuk delivered an address on
the need of certain types of books
at the present time for our youth;
. Dr. Walter Gallan dwelt on the
necessity of cooperation in Ukrainian communities. Earlier in the
dfty a greeting to the Congress
was expressed orally by Omelyan
Hfebivsky, representing the Organ"
ization of Ukrainian Nationalists.
- Other greetings were received too.
.^The key note of the resolutions 4
- passed was that a creation -ofc- '
an independent Ukraine was the
.solution to the problem of peace- "in-. Eastern Europe. Some of the !
^resolutions
dwelt
upon ihe
t_. necessity of our youth unifl^ir .and cooperating with the older
generation.

"WAS M M H AND " М И Т№Е AND 'Ж№'
Several weeks ago an article in- a Polish-American
newspaper concerning - the Polish writer Непѓуќ Sienkiewicz stirred us to comment upon this romanticizer of
the Polish landed aristocracy And vilif ier of the Ukrainian Cossackdom. This week we are led to comment again
upon him by an article " Taras Bulba' and 'With Fire And
Sword'," which-appeared recently in the Cracow "Illustrowany Kurjer Codzienny."
In it, the author, Stephen Krajewsky, evidently a
Pole, declares that although both Hohol (Gogol) and
Sienkiewicz regarded the Zaporozhian Cossacks- in :a
critical light, "in accordance with historical trttfch," yet
Hohol highly idealized them and at the same time
portrayed the Poles as "barbarians,'.' For this, writes'
Krajeweky, no one criticized Hohol, neither in Russia
nor Ukraine; while Sienkiewicz, on the other hand, was
roundly criticized even by the Poles themselves -for
defaming the Zaporozhians and for thereby helping to
intensify the ill feeling between the Polish and the
Ukrainian nations. And so, to defend him against these
shafts of criticism, Krajeweky declares that Sienkiewicz's
attitude towards the Cossacks was, according to historical
evidence, a great deal more justified than that of Hohol.
In reply to this defense of Sienkiewicz, there appeared an article in the Lviw Ukrainian daily "Dilo." There
it was stressed that Hohol as a great writer did not
falsify facts, that he did not stoop to create in his novels
various situations of such tendencies as would reflect
advantageously upon the Cossacks and disadvantageously
upon the Poles. This was not so with Sienkiewicz) however, for in his novels he deliberately characterized the
Cossacks, even those whom he idealised to an extent, in
such a manner that beside them all his Polish characters
appeared like heroes.. О
Furthermore, as the "Dilo" points out, although
Sienkiewicz visited Africa and America in order to better
Write about them, yet he did not even trouble himself
to visit the Ukraine right next door to him, about which
he wrote so much. This fact alone gives further
credence to the charge against him that he was not so
much concerned with truth as with the desire to defame
the Ukrainians and aggrandize the Poles. This was in
striking contrast to Hohol, who regarded truth as being
the very essence of a true artist. And perhaps this too,
"Dilo" adds, explains why Hohol's "Taras Bulba" пав
remained an inspiration for many dramatists, librettists,
and even some motion picture directors.
1
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A LESSON FOR US
One of the brightest features of our UkrainianAmerican life is the law-abiding character of our people,
especially noticeable among the youth. This fact is
borne out by criminal and juveiine delinquency records,
which contain none or but the faintest sprinkling of
Ukrainian names.
Our attention has been called to this aspect of our
communal life by the recent cry of alarm raised by the
Chicago Polish newspaper "Dziennik Zwiazkowy," over
the fact that criminal statistics reveal that next after
the Negro youth, which heads the list, the Polish youth
of Chicago has produced the' largest number of young
criminal and delinquency cases in that city. The alarm
sounded by this newspaper, therefore, is certainly understandable, as well as its recommendation that the PolishAmerican people devote more effort towards mitigating
this tragic aspect of their youth life.
. . This recommendation can be considered even by Це,
Ukrainian-Americans. For although the record of our
youth in this respect is very fine indeed, yet-we must
тетеігіЬег that without the exercise of due -caw this
record may not always be so bright.
?.';" Well" organized and conducted youth club life is jjtae
of the best means of exercising such' care. -

VOL. IV
U. N. A. YOUTH BRANCH
FORMED IN CARNEGIE, PA.

Bringing to a close a year
notable for the high numbe#r of
Ukrainian National Association
youth branches formed during its
length, is the recent formation in
Carnegie, Pa., of another such
youth branch, No. 264, which has
adopted as its name the "Ukrainian
Trident Society."
Although the number of its
members is quite smaH, yet'the
letter accompanying its application into the U. N. A. declares
that the members are not in the
least discouraged and that "'we
are working right along to get
more members."
Its officers are:- Walter А. ``
Patrose, President; Catherine Haluszczak, Secretary; and Mary
Mikita, Treasurer. Any other group of young
people who wish - to avail themselyes of the privileges of membership in the Ukrainian National
Association and at the same time
create their own youth braneh,
should consult in the matter Some
officer of an older' folks branch
in their locality or write directly
for information and advice to the
Supreme Recording Secretary of
the Ukrainian National Association, 81-83 Grand Street, Jersey .;
City, N. J.
KOSHETZ CONCERT і
A concert commemorating the
40th anniversary .this year of the
musical career of Professor A.
Kosbetz, world famous chorus
conductor and interpreter of
Ukrainian song, will be presented
tomorrow, Sunday, December 27,
7:30 P. M., at the New Krueger
Auditorium, Newark, N. J., by the
United Ukrainian Folk Choruses
of the New York Area.
`ТНО№ IN TROUBLE
The signatures of 26,000 "civic
minded" individuals will be sought
by group of citizens for a petition
to save nine young men, between
the ages of 17 and 21, who are
awaiting death in the electric
Chair at Sing Sing.
The petition will be presented
to the Governor of the State of
New York. It will ask commutation of the death sentence to life
imprisonment.

The new Executive Committee
elected is as follows: E. Reviuk,
president; Anna Sends and M.
Murashko, vice-presidents; Dr. L.
Myehuha, recording secretary; D.
Halychyn, financial secretary; J.
Pavchak, treasurer; M. Pianak, M.
Blyznak, and V. Chervatiuk,
comptrollers; M. Danylchenko, M.
Baran, E. Kryven, J. Klock, P.
Drapyak, W. Selnik, P. Dubovetskv, Anastaeia Wagner, Marie
Malevich, M. Kisil, Dr. S. Demydchuk,—members. In.addition the в
congress coopted to the Executive
Committee the following: S. Kur. lak, Roberts, Stefaniw, A. Hamkalo, Kuzma. S. Halychyn, sad A.
Yaremko.
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TO WHAT DO WE ASPIRE?
jtoiadflraaa delivered by Stephen
fflmmeyko, at the Congress of the .
United Ukrainian Organizations of .America ("Obyednanye") held in
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
City, Sunday, December 20, 1936.)
Today, when we have met
on this truly most auspicious
occasion, when this Congress of
the "Obyednanye" has attracted
to itselfv not only such a fine
representation from ' the older
generation, but also, what is even
more gratifying, such a select
representation from the younger
generation, it' seems to me, then,
that every effort should be made
to take full advantage of this
opportunity given us today of
bringing about a new era in the
life of the Ukrainian-American'
people, an era characterized by a
g r e a t e r understanding, more
reciprocal good feelings, and more
intelligently pl',ff^H and executed
cooperation, between the old and
the young.
And as a step forward towards
this era, I, as well as the succeeding speakers, will present for your

The present depression, however,
has rudely but effectively thrust
this reality before her mind, and
as a result America is now
beginning to devote more time and
effort towards the development of
those elements which lead to a
nation's greatness^ ;- And chief
among these flwnfltrtg are the
cultural values.
The opportunity facing youth
It is exactly here that the
Ukrainian-American youth sees
a splendid opportunity of being
of real service to America, of
helping to build America. For, as
it is generally realised, American
culture is mainly a combination
of E u r o p e a n traditions and
American environment. And who
else, other than American youth
of foreign parentage, can best

aei"w^A r U v ийа^ЦГаіМ-lhft b^gfu

(1) the notorious indifference of
youth towards anything; that
savors of life insurance; (2) the :
general failure of many of this
youth to understand and appreciate the individual apd societal
value of such organizations; (3)
the general inability of many of
the older generation, which thus
far has complete control or
these fraternal
societies,, to
gain .the interest, confidence and
cooperation of the youth in this
matter; and finally (4), the
present, although ebbing, tide of
economic crisis which greatly
impairs the financial ability of
the youth to join such organizations.
It is encouraging to note, however,. that recent times have
witnessed the beginning of a
gradual improvement along these
lines, one which augurs quite well
for the future.
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become quite articulate in expressing and discussing these vital g
problems; for without such ex-pJSJI
pression and discussion very, little
or no progress- towards their
solution would be made, with the
result that Ukrainian-American
youth life . would remain at a
ffiwndMlH, In this connection,
credit must be given to -such''
publications as the Ukrainian"
Weekly, which have been offfjj
considerable service to our ўтДйі. _
in provoking and sustaining this" '
articulateness on its problems. І.ж}Й

Youth organizations

In contrast to this slow inflltraplanting of these traditions upon
tion of young blood into die older
the American вой.-':#‡ђЦ
organizations, has been the marked
Realising this, therefore, the
advance the youth ;Ьад been
more progressive elements of
Ukrainian-American youth strive making in their- own local and
national organized life, . which
to gain a better knowledge of
though quite primitive" jn formUnderstanding^ir^^ Щ№ІІІІІІІІІ in
their Ukrainian background and
dealing with the youth.
Wfji life, habits and customs, song and in many cases, (as is to beuexpected at this early stage) has
, The topic assigned to me, to music, language and literature,
nevertheless been of inestimable
put it simply, is—to what does
and- other forme of their heritage,
value in. uniting our youth, in
bur youths aspire?
in order to weave their finest
'9 To answer this,- just as simply:
threads into 'the fabric of -providing for them; a framework
Today, the more progressive
American
lifer end thereby for their coordinated and'generally
gainful activities, and in giving
elements of the younger generaenrich it.
them an opportunity of 'realizing,
tion of the Ukrainian-Americans,
expressing and solving some of
by the very reason of their backЙї
Two-fold service
the more immediate problems of
ground and environment,' aspire
And yet, by serving America in
their common existence.
above all to serve two great ideals:
(1) to help build America, (2) t a this "M"Wf they also serve
In this latter aspect, especially .
Ukraine, for by studying their valuable and outstanding has beeor
help free. Ukraine.
Ukrainian
background
they
sooner
In the service of these two
the work, and particularly the-=
learn to understand and. better
congress, of ."the 'Ukrainiangreat 'ideals the youth envision
serve
in
the
cause
of
those
Youth's League of North America,
untold possibilities of escaping a
principles
for
which
the
Ukrainian
an organization, or at least a
dull and aimless existence for a
movement, which seeks to unite
rich and abundant life. - tyjfetf. nation has been fighting all these
centuries. That is an elementary
our youth solely on the basis оѓ`
Ideals not in variance ^fii fact, and should be realised by
their common Ukrainian origin,
those impatient souls who imagine
irrespective of their religious or
And what is indeed -very
that the more progressive of our party differences, which tries to
fortunate ia that these two ideals youth is dawdling in the matter of
to- aid them gain a better underare not in the least in variance
aiding the Ukrainian cause. For standing of themselves and of the
with one another. Together they
only through such methods as
problems, ideals and aspirations
form what may be called a double- practiced by our progressive youth
of the Ukrainian people, both here
edged sword; which can be wielded
can4 the roots of Ukrainian
and abroad; and which also strives
in the cause of a better, finer,
patriotism be driven deeply within
to help them advance themselves,
and more equitable human life on
the American soil.
towards' the realization of their
this earth. And 'what is still-,
inherent possibilities as Americans
more fortunate- is that our youth's - Meed Of unity
of Ukrainian descent, because of
ability to wield this sword is
7
Our youth realizes, however, its broad principles, because of its
dependent not upon some many
proven 'Service and worth, this
that knowledge of its Ukrainian
complicated factors, but mainly
background cannot be gained,' UYL-NA has truly earned the
upon one simple element: its
that the realization of its ideals indorsement it has been receiving
knowledge end appreciation of its
cannot be attained, if such from the leading Ukrainian organUkrainian heritage.
izations in America. And this
Let us see the reason for this. endeavors on its part are not
unified nor coordinated, if they indorsement is indeed significant
America at dawn of new age
at a time when various efforts
are not baaed upon the foundaAmerica, as we well know, is to- tion of a well, organized and are being made by shortsighted or
misguided elements to segregate
day at the dawn of a new age. As integrated Ukrainian-A m e r і c a n
ai young nation founded upon a society. Towards this latter end, our youth into religious camps. '
In a well-balanced society there
therefore,, they are striving tovirgin soil, America had to go
is always room for religious
day. Since, however, Ukrainianthrough a period of -ва№р and
American ` society today is quite organizations of the youth, and
turmoil, - necessarily involved in
well established, thanks to the such organizations among- Ukrainthe conquering and mastering of
ian-American youth, can play a
her physical environment. It was efforts of the 'омег generation,
definitely important, role in the
the main effprts of the younger
a period of frank exploitation of
spiritual upbringing of them. Yet
-her -abundant natural resources, і generation, therefore, at present
at the same time such religious
consist of strengthening it, enrichwith but lip-service being paid to
organizations, and, for that
ing it, and making it more adaptthe higher values of life. As a
matter, every other type of
able to their needs.
result, America has become within
organizations,- should not permit
a comparatively brief space of
themselves to become obstacles to
Fraternal organizations
time the most prosperous country
the efforts of our young people
on this earth, even in spite of the
As a first step in this direction,
Щ so-called depression. And yet,—as many of our youth are beginning to unite and work as one and
America is beginning to realize,
A make themselves part of one undivided Ukrainian-A m e r і c a n
prosperity alone is not a mark of
of the chief pillars of Ukrainian- youth.
a nation's greatness. Other values American society, namely, the
Articulateness
are involved. Posterity will pay
Ukrainian fraternal organizations,
scant attention to America's
of which -the Ukrainian National
Still another marked, advance
present economic dominance, but
Association, with its 42 years of
made by the youth within recent
will judge America's contribution
unequalled service to the Ukrainyears has been in the sphere of
to human progress mainly upon
ian-American people, is such an their general articulateness on the
the basis of other factors, such
outstanding example.
subject of their many problems.
as the degree of American dvilizaThus far, it must be admitted,
Faced, - as they are, with many
tion, America's advancement in
the і infiltration of the youth
such acute problems of their
knowledge, refinement, in the
element into our fraternal organspiritual, mental and physical
arts, and Americas' progress in
izations is not up to expectations.
a d j u s t m e n t to their Ukraingeneral. Yet for a long time,
This is due to many varying as
ian b a c k g r o u n d and Атег`
America, giddy with material
well as associated reasons, of
lean environment, it is indeed
success, refused to face this fact.
which the more perceptible are:
gratifying to note that they have

In the cultural field of Ukraih-^Ад
Cultural Activities
ian-American societal life, tie'
youth has been manifesting an un-,
usually encouraging interest and
activity in several isolated aspects
of it, notably in Ukrainian chorus
singing and folk dancing. No
doubt, the factor that most of
the older generation was of I a
sturdy but uneducated peasant
stock, as well as the facto'r-qf 3?
the trying conditions under whjjcn-'
they had to establish themselves
here in America, made it more
than difficult for a great many
of them to transplant and develop
here in America some of the many truly fine apects of Ukrainian
і
culture; in striving to convey r to ' 3
their children even' a rudimentary
understanding and appreciation of
it, and in awakening in them some
natural form of expression of ..it
It was' very fortunate, however, t
that there were quite a number
of exceptions among the parents
in this respect and 'that there
,
also appeared among the people a " _
sprinkling of the intellectual class,
which also helped to fill in Qua
yawning void in the cultural Же :
of the young Ukrainian-Americans. 4
To the continuation of such efforts ш
should be given the fullest
support by our organized Ukrainian-Americans, both, young and
old, especially by such an organization as the "Obyed^nanye."'3$ Then too, an opportunity must ;
be given to develop other aspects
of Ukrainian cultural life here in
America, such as are adaptable
towards the enrichment of the American cultural life. Many of
these aspects, such as certain
Ukrainian customs and habits, folk
arts, and literature, lend themselves quite well to this development; but thus far they have been
sadly neglected, to the extent that
Ukrainian culture means to many a
young Ukrainian-American hardly
anything more than song and
dance.
Enriching and making more
attractive
This enrichment and making
more attractive Ukrainian-American life is most important in this
matter of our youth serving its
twO great ideals: for—by making
it more attractive they will be.
induced sooner to introduce its
finer elements into the stream of
American life and culture, and at
the same'time they will sooner
realize the necessity of preserving the source of this beautiful
culture and natural traditions^. Ukraine itself, against the blight^'
ing influence of foreign opressloiir."And so, in conclusion, these,
then, so briefly outlined, are the
means which our progressive youth.
is using and which all our people
should also use in the service, of
those two great ideals: helping to
build America; helping to free
Ukraine.
Let us, therefore, utilize this
Congress in this great and noble
service; let us take in consideration today how we can enrich and
make more abundant our communal life; and let us thereby
bring nearer that day when across;
the seas in the land of our forefathers there will flourish a free
and independent state of Ukraine.
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RUSSIAN... RUTHENIAN...

UKRAINIAN...?

tm Although,

JUST AS GOOD?

agents, but through local branches,
or lodges.
Hence if a person wants to join
a fraternal benefit order, he
applies to a local branch of that
order. He is then voted a member,
by the local branch, and if otherwise acceptible by the central
organization, enters upon the local
rights of membership. He pays
for his insurance to - the local
branch, which collects dues from
other members of the local and
sends them'to the central office
once a month. When he feels
he is entitled to some benefit, he
presents his claim to the local
branch, usually orally, v and thee

3
THE DANCE: ANCIENT -AND

One of the main features of the
(Concluded)
(в)
fraternal insurance, by- which it
differs from the other forms of
When Louis XIV became too
life insurance, is its lodge system.
fat to dance, the ballet became
When a person insures himself
unpopular .at court and „thus
-in an ordinary life insurance сот-`
ended .the first stage of its- ';
pany, he usually knows nothing
development.
beyond bis dues. He has receivIn the second stage, it wasZ4p
ed a policy, but he knows nothing
adopted in colleges and performof its provisions. He knows
ed for the distributions of prizes,
nothing of the other policyholdgiven for the performances of the
ers o t ' t h e ``зате company, even
ballets of Quinauit and Lully.
ifЇ they happen to be bis nextThe third period in the history
door neighbors.
of the ballet was marked by its
і if the xompany is a mutual lifeЇЙ
appearance on the.stage, where
insurance, company, which is if
local branch makes І ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ і в і а ^ е ^ ` ш и
ш е comj}anii permits its policydemands upon the central ОЃЃ`
'; It should be added that" up
Jholdersrro come . to its annual
ization. If the central organisation;, Knttl the third period, dramatic
'"meetiriggiftf"-the insured and to
pays him a benefit, 'it- usually 'poems had accompanied the ballet,
select ‚In^Qfficers, he will not
sends in the money, tnrough the
and the: Idramatip meaning was
know as a rule when such.a meetlocal branch.
assisted
by speech and song; but
ing is hjBld; if he knew, he would
This system impels such a' with the third period's advent,
not consider going to such a meetthe speech and songs disappeared
person to take quite an active
ing as he would;' have to defray
and the purely pantomine, or the
part, in the activities of such a
his expenses; and if he went, he
"Ballet d'action" instituted by
local branch. He attends the
would not know whom to elect,
Jean" George Noyerre, known as
regular meeting of the branch,
as of all the people active in the
the ffitner of ballet dancing,
held at least once a month, he
organization he would know only
appeared.
takes part in discussions and
his agent.
debates, he learns about the busiIn England, .the ballet was not
A fraternal benefit order, such
Subcarpathian Ruthenla
ness, progress and development of
introduced until the 18th century.
s
at
the
Ukrainian
National
AssociaFrom the Latin ajective and
his branch, and of the central
During the regency of Lord
tion, is organized upon different
; wjioun "Ruthenus" developed also
organization as well. At the
Middlesex, a ballet master was
abases.
The
central
organization
e
і ^^
form "Ruthenla" for our
annual meeting he helps to elect
appointed, and a corps de ^ballet
is
composed
of
members
grouped
'TDld country (Rus' or Ukraine).
the officers- of his branch, and he formed.
^Шй
into local branches. Each member
^To be sure it was supplanted soon
can select them out of his knowGluck composed "Iphigenie en'
belongs:
not
only
to
the
central
"by the word "Ukraina" and went
ledge of the members, which' he Aulide" in conjunction
with
.out of use.
'`ж organization, but also to a local
gathered^during the year's activi- Gaetano Apolline Vestris, who
fraternal society, which is usually
Once more, however, it was
ties of the branch and its members.
was a great ballet mentor of that
called a branch,', a local, or a
applied in official West E}uropean
period. In 1750 the two greatest 1
lodge.
Thus,
the
member
of
a
t
Once
in
every
so
many
years,
terminology, when the treaty of
dancers performed together., in
fraternal benefit order deals with
usually three, four, or six, a
.Versailles-Trianon, while incor- . the
Paris, in a ballet called "Leandre
central'
organization
not
general
convention
of
the
fraternal
porating the "Podkarpatska Rus' "
et
Heor," the dancers being, Mme '
through
an
individual
agent,
but
benefit order . i s ' held, and then
into; Czechoslovakia, used for its
Comagrfe, who introduced short
through a whole society. And the
every local branch elects and sends
designation the term "Ruthenia."
skirts into the ballet, and" Gaetano
central organization deals with its
out to it a delegate, whose exThis name is entirely correct—Vestris.
members
not
through
individual
penses
during
such
convention
are
although obsolete in our eyes:
The ballet soon became a.
paid
by
the
fraternal
benefit
We prefer to call it "Zakarpatska
common
amusements^ at
the
order
as
a
whole.
The
general
c
Ukraina," the' more that the
European
courts,
and
with
the
convention of such' delegates,
Transcarpathian Rusnaks themdecides the policies of the organ- ordinary length of about five acts,
Rusjkyl, Ruskyi, Busekiy . . .
" selves Very often used the word
each act
containing several і
ization and elects the supreme
' "Kraina" (probably an abbreviaWe should also explain the
quadrilles. The accessories of
officers
of
the
organization.
Every
tion of "Ukraina") for their
actual meanings of the terms
,?
delegate has the chance to d'scuss painting,' sculpture, and movable
- country.
ruBJkyi," "ruskyi" and "russkiy."
scenery were employed.
the problems of 'the organization
Subcarpathian or TranscarpaAll-these adjectives are derived
At the maniage of the Princess
and
to
be
proposed
to
an
office
thian Ruthenians is a correct name
from the roo" "Rus"' (Русь);
Elizabeth to the "elector Frederick,
he
aspires.
.for inhabitants of this "Ruthenia."
their meaning, however, being not
the ballet, "Religion Uniting Great
To -call them "Russians" or
And this ambition is not merely
identical. Because of similarity
Britain . with the Rest of the
"Carpatho-Russians" is sheer nonan abstract right which, has no World," was produced.
in spelling and pronounciation
- sense, artificially constructed by
chances of realization. Quite the
they cause" much confusion and
The creative genius of Maria
a
few R u s s o p h i l e s
for
contrary^ this is a right quite
misconception among foreigners
Luigi Carlo Zenobio Salvatore
their
phantasmagoric political
realizable 'ўІђ every member
and even among ignorant UkrainCherubini„born in 1760, was never
schemes. It is an evident absurdthrough his access to his local
ians (Ruthenians).! One should
more brilliant than at the period
ity to assume that there exists
branch has a chance to be elected
remember that the two first forms
when he composed his two-act.
on the southern slopes of
an officer of the local blanch and
(руський and русќий) are
ballet, "Anacreon."
Carpathians a small patch of
train himself in the business of
Ukrainian and are used as
The Japanese are very fond; of
"Russia" with 500,000 "Rusfraternal insurance. As a matter
adjectives only. The small difdances and dramas. There are
sians"... separated from the bulk
of fact, every officer of every, serious and popular plays, t h e
ference in spelling is of dialectical
of Russia (Muscovy) by 45 million
fraternal order has worked him- subjects ,of which are mainly,
origin and has no influence on
Ukrainians and by a distance of
self up by hard work from the
their meaning. Both terms' mean
mythological, such as the acts of
600 miles and more!
bottom, of a local lodge to the top the great- spirit Day-Sin; the
the same—belonging to
(or
of the order.
originating from) Rus',- i. e., from
reincarnation of Brahma, and
"Bussin," 'TBussytf' and "Busnak" ' Ukraina.
Therefore, in their
Thus the whole fraternal order various h i s t o r i c a l incidents
What is said above about the
translation into English from
Connected with the early dynasties. '.
system, based upon the system of
word "Ruthenian" refers also to' Ukrainian these words should be
Many of these dramas are filled
local lodges, works through social
the words "Russin" or "Russyn."
rendered as' "Ruthenian" or
with stirring .incidents and much !
contact between members,.through
These terms are just other
''Ukrainian."
__
bloodshed. Besides these, tragic
democratic, control in conventions
derivatives of the root "Rus'."
A
different
meaning
has the
plays, the Japanese have middWjrae
and the election of officers based
A double "ss" -is here used (in
class dramas of a very realistic
Upon efficiency and working up
English) 'for the reasons of . word "russkiy" (русскій), spelldomestic kind.-. Fairy and demon
from the bottom.
pronounciation only.
In old - ed with double '`в. In Russian
of our day it is a noun or an
Slavonic as well as in modern
Hence, there is no wonder that operas, intermezzos, and ballets
adjective—and means'as much as
Ukrainian (and in other Slavonic
there are in America about 500 in which persons of both sexes
"Russian" or "Muscovite." The
take part, form an easy transilanguages) this term is spelled by
fraternal orders, with over a
Russian sentence' "ya russkyi"
tion to the interludes of tumblerswjS
one "e" only (Русинѓ, Русин,
hundred thousand local lodges and
means therefore as much as '"I
jugglers, etc
"Rusin" in Chech, Polish, Creation,
10 millions members, and that
am a Russian (Muscovite)."
DIMITRI СЯШТКС$ЗІ
etc.). In Bnglsh, however, the
their number is'^jfrowing daily.
Consequently "russkiy yazyk"
"ss" should be used in order to
Ballet Artist
ought
to
be
translated
as
"Ruspreserve the right pronounciation
einn - language" whereas "rusjka
of "в" as well as of the preceding
mova" (or "ruska mova") will
EDUCATIONAL
truths and making the populace
mean the "Ruthenian (Ukrainian)
A local d e s i g n a t i o n of
their victims. One need cite no
language." When - some newsNEEDS FOR ADULTS
the westermost Transcarpathian
further examples than the inflapapers of the Transcarpathian
Ruthenians
Is
"Rusnak"
o r : Ruthenians (Russins) in America
' I Writing in The New York Times, tlon of Father Coughlin and the
"Rusniak." It is used on the' use the a d j e c t i v e , "ruskiy"
Mark Starr, the Educational; Utopian old-aere pension plans of
border of the Ruthenians- and
Dr. Townsend. A knowledge of
Director of the Ladles Garment
(русскій with a double "s"), in
Slovaks only, being a Slovaclzed - application to their language, - if' Workers' Union, advocates, the
economic and social history is the
idiomat, derived from the root
best preventive inoculation. ч'ЩЦ
is only a proof of the ignorance
extension of the regular school
Rue'." Etymologically it is the
of the'r editors. Their countryeducation by the. adults to a
He advises to obtain that
form- "Rusin" with a Slovak
men abroad as a rule use the
thorough
training in social
preventive inoculation in social
.suffix for a nationality—"ak."
form "rusjkjfl" (руський) as an
sciences.
ї^ЙЙіг! sc'ences at the various achtlt
-a {Analogies: Slov-пк, Pol-ak, Bosnadiectlve of I their language and
education courses organized under
"No serious person can ignore
akjHan-ak, Slez-ak, eta) As only
race (never as a noun!).
the dangers of demagogues spread- the Works Progress Adminlstraabout 50 000 people use that form,
ing ideas based on economic half- tion.
(To be Concluded)
it has no literary standing at all.
(7)
for political reasons
of clarity and uniformity, it is
now advisable to use the term.
і "Ukrainian" only, it is however
ђЩо offense in using that venerable,
p y c h a i c designation "Rutheuian";
: especially when the matter is ^ b o u t the old "Rus' В at the
9Ш to the 15th centuries or about
out. traditional Church,—the term
- "Ruthenian" is in place. ч
Our church is an institution
almost one thousand years old.'
In Latin our, church constantly
was called "Ruthenian" (ecclesia і
Ruthena). The church is conserv-'
- ative. It is based on. tradition,
and persistently preserves the
tradition.
Gradually also the
church will adopt (and. already
now is adopting) the expression
"Ukrainian Church and Rite."
But we should not wonder when
the church officially still uses the
historical term "Ruthenian." At
: г аву rate, it is a synonym of
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FAR AND WTOE
At last requests from over the
seas and from distant lands come
pouring into the mail box of the
Ukrainian University Society for
This year in Jersey City, N. J., further information on Ukrainian
a new branch of the Ukrainian culture, in addition to the material
National Association was organ- we have already sent'them. By
ized, composed mostly of young this we mean the booklet "A Brief
. Ukrainian-American girls, who Survey of Ukrainian Literature,"
adopted for their newly-founded by. Dr. A. P. Colemaa.
One may be held to believe
. society the name "Leeya Ukrainka." On December 13, at the that this circulation created but
Ukrainian- National Home, the a mild stir in these distant places,
society successfully presented a but those of us who permit our
program consisting of three minds to indulge in flights of
plays: a three-act Ukrainian fancy now and then, know this
historical drama and two one-act is far from the true situation.
To prove that it must be more
comedies in English.
than just a mild stir we ask you
-The program was opened by readers to forget reality, for a few
Mrs. M. Petrenko, President, who moments and take an imaginary
gave a short talk. about the trip with us through these lands
, society. She then introduced Miss and see for ourselves, what is
Rose- Ohonowsky, the Chairman happening, what hap already
of- the program. She was in turn happened, and what is bound to
followed by the presentation of happen in the future.
the, comedy "Surprise." Those
Pass through the corridors of
who played in this comedy were
Mary - Tomchuk, Pauline Denego, any one of our universities,
Jerome Dymytriw, and John especially near English lecture
Procek. All did exceedingly well, halls, and you may be startted to
as judged by the loud applause hear the name Gogol. Immediately
of the audience at the end of your curiosity is aroused, and you,
the play. Then Miss Ohonowsky being of a forward, nature, open
the door ever so slightly. There
spoke. She said, in effect:
you behold a young student
We і are- approaching . Christ- standing before the class, blue
mas. We living in a free Amer- booklet in hand and with a farica, and can enjoy this Chirsttnas; away look in his eyes as he
but such is not the case with reads: '
our people in Ukraine. They can "Divine night... enchanting night,
have no real Christmas there, no All the landscape is asleep,
Christmas spirit, as they are But overhead the firmanent is
oppresed by foreign tyranny.
breathless
About a year ago there took
place the famous Warsaw trial of Oh night divine:"
The class їв spellbound. Every
ten Ukrainian young I men and
two girts, Daria Hnatkiwska and feminine heart flutters. Shy looks
Kateryna Zarycka, all charged are seen here and there. But we
with Ukrainian patriotic activities. gently close the door upon this
As a result, today those two young emotional stir and leave Gogol
girls are in prison. What kind of and „his beautiful "May Night."
Christmas are they going to have ?
Now we glance into the
We could help them at least a portals of one of our women's
bit to make their Christmas a colleges. The glance, however,
little happier. We could send takes us right into a Dramatics
them a Christmas present.
class. No longer must the fair
Following this the speaker told student stand before her fellow
the audience that the club wanted students and recite with pantoto raffle off a beautiful embroider- mine, "The Highway man comes
ed pocketbook, with the proceeds riding by, gallopy gallopy gallop,"
going for the benefit of these two then prance up and down, cast
heroic Ukrainian young women. The menacing looks about her for the
raffle was held, bringing in $10, purpose of bringing nearer to her
which were sent to the "Obyedna- audience the pathetic story of the
. nye" to be forwarded to its Highway Man, and then lose all
proper destination.
her dignity, her softness and her
Next came the play "Sophie feminine charm. Now a different
Halechko," a story of a girl who situation presents itself. We befought with the Ukrainian Army hold this same fair student rein 1918. The cast consisted of citing Bohdan Lepky's poem, 'ЯЧіе
Mrs. Stephanie Halycbyn, Mrs. Cranesl" Ah, with what perfect
Anastasia Skalowich, Walter Yur, grace she waves her arms as she
John Karychuk, Andrew Mazur, floats across the room, to the
and John Huzar. The performance words; "croo, croo, croo." No
was enthusiastically received by more awkard movements. No
the audience.
Following this, more pounding of the hoofs. This
Miss Julia Kusy gave a short talk college has been supplied with one
on why we sho4'd all join the of our booklets. All is well!
U. N. A. She particularly stressed
We are about to leave this inthe fact that our fathers ac- spiring institution when a sudden
complished a great deal here in spectacle before our very eyes
America, in spite of the great brings us to a stop. We view
obstacles, and that one of their with amazement a fair young lady,
chief accomplishments was the standing on the campus looking
creation of the Ukrainian Nation- far out at. the landscape, and
al Association, the largest and saying:
oldest Ukrainian fraternal organ- "No end of this the far horizon
^ teation in America and the very
shows
bulwark of Ukrainian-American
national and cultural life. She Nor hint of source from whence
'tis sprung
called upon the youth to continue
the labors of their parents and And none can mar the beauty of
the place
by Joining the U. N. A. to build,
Nor add a cubit to its perfect
it even to greater heights.
grace."
This talk was followed by the
If one were to ask how this
presentation ojf the second comedy: fair lady was capable of quoting
"Love and Ice Cream." The Shevchenko so well, there is but
audience enjoyed it very much, as one answer. Her library, as well
evidenced by the gales of laughter. as hundreds of others throughout
The play bespoke careful preparation, and each character was well
portrayed. Mildred Mllanowich, is to be given to Mrs. Halychyn,
Julia Kusy, and Stephen Kuriak who is the organizer of this club
were the players:
and who was also, responsible for
It was a joy evening, one that the presentation df this program.
was enjoyed by all. Much credit
JULIA KUSY.
PROGRAM PRESENTED
BY JERSEY CITY
U. N. A. GIRLS BRANCH

A SURVEY OF YOUTH TALENT
The idea in back of this survey
of youth talent is to help our young
artists and artisans to become
better acquainted and at the same
time present at the Fifth Congress
of the Ukrainian Youth's League
of North America, to be held In
Cleveland over the next Labor
Day weekend, an exhibit of their
works.Delegates and guests of the
last Congress ought well remember
the splendid work on exhibition
in the lobby of the Hotel Sylvania
in Philadelphia. That is exactly
what is being sought, but my aim
is to cover a wider range of
exhibits and also to cover a
greater scope of territory.
So, "All Out" you in the East,
West, North, and South. Let's
show our ' authors, doctors,
lawyers,, musicians and others
that we, too, have something to
boast about
Let's begin work immediately
and get acquainted before the next
Congress. This will be . one way
which will help to make the
Congress bigger and better—and
(to make it more interesting and
worthy of the trip.
Woa't you help?
AU of you -that are doing or
have well advanced in Commercial
Art, Oil Painting, Handiwork, including Ukrainian cross stitch
work, or Amateur Photography
write to the following address:
JOHN MUDREYKO, Jr.,
4464 Sprmgwehs Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan.AMBRIDGE CHALLENGES
The "Ambridge Ukes" are ready
to get under way this coming
season. Last year they were
runners-up for District Champions.The "Ambridge Ukes" wish to
schedule games within the radius
of 350 miles. They are challenging teams in the following cities:
Cleveland, Youngstown, and Rossford, Ohio; Detroit, Michigan;
Arnold, Pennsylvania; Ford City,
Pennsylvania; and the South Side
of Pittsburgh.
Any other Ukrainian clubs or
teams interested in scheduling
games, write to Charles Koodreich, 2024 Beaver Road, Ambrtdge, Pennsylvania,
JOHN BILLY,
Basketball Director,
U. Y. L. of N. A.
the world, possesses one of these .
booklets on Ukrainian literature.
Now we bring our mental trip
to an end. What a' pleasure it
would be to go on . . . on into
other lands; in fact, we would like
to carry you into such distant;
places as Japan where: the Токіо
student between morsels of rice
glances into our little -blue book'
and sings Markian Shashkevich's
"Spring Song," to the rhythm -of
chopsticks . . . For your sake,
however, before we carry you too
far away from New York and the
topic itself, we must leave you,
as Charlie Chan would say, "most
unwillingly" and we bid ypu ''DO
POBACfflNYA."
s

#

#

i

Quaere: If one little blue
booklet like this "Survey" has
stirred such interest, Tdiat will
such works as the "Spirit of
Ukraine," "Taras Shevcheriko-^-'the
Bard of Ukraine," and others
as well, do in a r o u s i n g
greater interest in the'jUkrafhiah
people? ^
„',
Moral: Send more^of sSch
booklets and books out into the
wide, wide world.
HELEN KUPCHYNSKI.
Ukrainian University Society
of New York.

UKRAINIAN DANCERS'
TRIUMM!
"Philadelphia's Folk Festivalheld on Deoembor 15, 1036 at
the Academy of Music under
іиімрі.-i-h of W, P. A. and InterimUoiinl lnHiituto was the scene
of the Ukrainian Folk Ballet
Раѓќни`в' latest triumph.
Front the opening theme number— "Kolumeyka" to the "Kozaehok" by M. Zlnent, K. Kushina,
F. Stttgola, H. Sitkewitz and M.
Kwasinaka, on through to the
grand finale "Sword Dance" performed by M. Kwasinsky, J.
Smylsky, A. Yaremko and S.
Sawchyk, flashed the dancers with
spirit and verve and a smoothenees
of continuity that drew 'spontaneous plaudits from the speetators.
The execution of the "Kozachok Solo" by five-year old Luba
Hblowaty, in the manner of a
veteran, and the intricate "Hopak
Kolom" by Elese and Sigtound
Ru'tecky, literally "brought down
the house."
Introducing the beautiful airs
of the Ukraine, the well-known
Shy Sisters of radio fame ably
rendered a "Medley of Ukrainian
Melodies."
Representing U k r a i n e , this
troupe under direction bf M.
Kwasinsky swept away with all
honors on a tide of applause.
Special press notices given the
Ukrainians were well-deserved and
especially of value as they were
one of twelve participating nationalitics.
MARIE ZAYAC.
RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP
COMPETITIONWith the approach of colder
weather, there is usually a decided
drop of attendance of the members in the average club.
Winter suggests the dramatic
and social spree, Lent and holiday
rehearsals, and basketball. It is
during this season that those with ;
a yen for the outdoors, must
separate from those who are
inclined to indoor sports.
Club officers are usually worn
to a frazzle trying to keep the
members together. A solution to
this seasonal state affairs ishereby offered.
The. ingredients are two rifles,
a few targets, and a couple of
boxes of .22 caliber ammunition;
and a place where members can
gather and fire a few rounds—
usually a fifty foot range.
No doubt, that the reader will
ask questions with a negative
frame of mind, because it will
mean a little time spent in
promoting the above mentioned
equipment.
Just relax, while I explain that
your local armory, police range,
Y. M. C. A. or high school range
is available if there is a sufficient
number of interested fans who
will ask the proper authorities to
extend the courtesy.
Target rifles and ammunition
are rather inexpensive in proportion to the amount of fun that is
to be enjoyed.
Instructors are usually available
from the ranks of R. O. T. C,
C. M. T. C, or National Guardsmen. Your own group usually
possesses someone of this caliber.
Of course, club competition can
also be sponsored under the rules
of the National Rifle Ass'n of
America. Bearing in mind that
the 2nd Olympiad under the
auspices of U. Y. L.-N. A. wffl
be held in Cleveland, I suggest
that Pistol and Rifle marksmanship be placed on the program of .
events, and I am quite certain it
will attract a great dealif; of г
attention.
і^І'І'Й
LODiK CHEMERDIAR;
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Life-member, N. Кч A.^ Q'z.
12227 S. Green Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

